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The Parts List. 
 
 

Rear back box body section

1x Spare WheelBonnet

Cab section

Back body floor section2x Rear Wheels2x Front Wheels

Chassis

Note: Spare wheel has a hollow 
centre with a mounting spigot.

1
Assemble the rolling chassis, using the 
chassis part and the wheels set making sure 
to observe where the correct position of the 
front and rear tyres are on the chassis. 
(marked on the casting block as ‘F’ for front 
and ‘R’ for Rear ). To achieve this either cut 
the axle ‘pips’ off and mount the wheels 
directly to the axle in the ‘straight ahead’ 
position or if you would like to add some 
steering, drill a central dot hole for the pin on 
the axle to enable the front wheels to be 
angled as if steering.  
Also make sure that the ‘flats’ where they 
were attached to the casting block are at the 
bottom to represent a small amount of tyre 
weight ‘sag’.

WEAR  
DUST MASK

WEAR SAFETY 
GLASSES

Wear a dust mask and protective glasses whenever 
cutting or grinding resin as the dust can be dangerous if 
breathed in and  broken shards of resin can be sharp and 
aggravate the eyes.
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Glue the front bonnet section to the front 
of the cab. Ensure back of bonnet fits to 
front of cab without a gap. Back edge of 
front bumper may need filing to fit. 3

Glue the back deck to the chassis. 
Find centre by drawing corner to corner 
lines. 5
Fit the spare wheel into position on the front 
wall of the back body to the left of the 
opening. Ensure it doesn’t stick down past 
the bottom edge of the box.6

Fit the rear deck and mudguards. Test fit 
parts before gluing, as rear part of the back 
tyres may hit the mud guards. Some 
material may need to be removed from 
inside mudguards to enable the rear deck to 
sit correctly on the chassis.

4

2
Fix the cab section to the chassis using 
the mounting lugs underneath to correctly 
align it with the chassis.  
 
Ribs on bottom of cab 
locate against rear of 
cross member and 
chassis rails.



Sparingly apply glue to the bottom edge of 
the back body box section and place so as 
to be against the cab section and have an 
equal step around the sides  
and back of the deck.  
 
Wipe off any excess glue before it hardens.

7
Engine: Bedford 6-cylinder, type WD, 3,519 cc 
(214 cubic inches) displacement, liquid cooled 
 
Horsepower: 72 at 3,000 rpm 
 
Transmission: 4-speed 
 
Transfer box: None 
 
Electrical system: 12 volt 
 
Brakes: Hydraulic with vacuum servo assistance 
 
Tyres: 10.50 - 16 
 
Fuel type: Petrol 
 
Fuel capacity: 145 litres (32 gallons) 
 
Range: 450 km (280 miles) 
 
Maximum speed: about 65 km/h (40 mph)
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As a painting guide these vehicles 
were normally either painted in 
SCC2 Earth Brown all over, or 
SCC2 Earth Brown with either 
SCC1A Dark Brown or G4 Dark 
green as a disruptor painted in 
wide, random stripes.  
 
Some of the late production 
models, but not many, may have 
even been painted in the ‘new’ at 
the time ‘Mickey Mouse Ears’ 
pattern using either SCC1A or G4 
as the disruptor.  

SCC2 Earth Brown

G4 Dark Green

Painting Guidelines
Also refer to Mike Starmer article. https://www.mafva.org/british-vehicle-camouflage-1939-45/


